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1. Abstract
Synthetic biology is a field that involves design of artificial biological devices and systems with the objective of achieving specific biological functions. While a large number of synthetic biological systems have
been created over the years, current design methods are limited in the complexity of systems that can be
developed. Here we focus on the design of genetic regulatory circuits, and present a new design method
based on direct transcription (DT)—a technique for dynamic system optimization—and mathematical
programs with complementarity constraints (MPCCs). This method simultaneously optimizes circuit
topology and continuous parameters, with circuit models based on the Michaelis-Menten equations. The
case study involves design for adaptation. The objective is to minimize change in steady-state output after a change in input. A sensitivity constraint is imposed that ensures a change in input can be detected.
The problem is solved using both DT and single-shooting (i.e., nested simulation) for comparison. The
MPCC formulation enables solution of four-node problems, an improvement upon existing approaches
and a step toward larger systems. In addition to the simultaneous solution approaches described above,
a nested approach was also investigated where an outer loop solves the discrete topology optimization
problem (avoiding complementarity constraints), and an inner loop solves the continuous parameter optimization problem for each candidate topology. The simultaneous approach based on DT and the MPCC
formulation is shown to yield robust network topological designs that achieve adaptation.
2. Keywords: synthetic biology, genetic regulatory circuit design, topology optimization, direct transcription, nonlinear programming, MPCCs.
3. Introduction
3.1. Synthetic Biology
Synthetic biology is a relatively new research area that involves the design of synthetical biological
devices and systems. These systems have potential for a wide variety of applications, such as biomedical
treatments. A large number of genetic elements and devices have been created over the years. Simple
early examples of synthetic genetic regulatory circuits include a genetic toggle switch and an oscillating
genetic circuit developed by Gardner et al. and Elowitz et al. [1,2]. Their work involved a combination of
mathematical models and experiments in domain of genetic engineering [3]. More comprehensive reviews
of can be found in Refs. [4–8]. Computational tools have also been developed for the design of gene circuits.
Knight [9] proposed BioBrick, a tool that is based on the assembly of compatible biological components
(and that is amendable to optimization and automation) [10]. Clotho’s Eugene is a domain specific
language that analyzes and improves synthetic biological designs. This specific programming language
permits the use of rule-based constraints, preventing faulty construction and reducing development time
and cost [11]. Genetic Engineering of Living Cells (GEC) is a formal programming language that allows
logical interactions between proteins and genes, but this approach utilizes exhaustive search, so is not
appropriate for large systems [12]. Beal et al. proposed Proto, a spatial computing language developed
that supports the development of gene circuits and the construction of tissues and organs. Proto involves a
compiler that maps a high-level behavioral description to an abstract genetic network and then optimizes
this gene network [13, 14].
Established strategies from other domains of engineering have been extended to the design gene
circuits. For instance, Yi et al. used integral feedback control and dynamical systems theory to study
the robustness of perfect adaptation in bacterial chemotaxis [15]. Stelling et al. showed that positive and
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negative feedback control can help enhance sensitivity and stability of the genetic circuits [16]. Rao et
al. proposed a computational model for Bacillus subtilis chemotaxis and showed that the feedback control
structure was an evolutionary conserved property [17]. Beal et al. used a multi-input sinusoidal transfer
curve to describe the behavior of gene circuit [14]. Yang et al. focused on biphasic response in the chemo
attractant using positive feedback control in Dictyostelium cells [18].
Mathematical modeling, simulation and experimental data are also important in synthetic biology.
For a specific desired circuit behavior, constraints and dynamical behavior in genetic circuits may be
established so that network typologies and kinetic parameters can be identified [19]. Braun et al. used a
transcription cascade and a pulse generating network to study a statistical parameter fitting algorithm
[20]. Dunlop et al. created a model for microbial biofuel production to increase cell viability and biofuel
yields [21]. Batt et al. presented the analysis of a class of uncertain piecewise-multiaffine differential
equation models, and demonstrated a method for tuning a synthetic transcriptional cascade created in
Escherichia coli [22].
Despite significant achievements, artificial gene circuit design remains a challenging task. Existing
design methods are limited, particularly in their ability to handle large-scale genetic circuits. The dimension of successfully implemented genetic circuits, measured by the number of regulatory regions, has
plateaued at six for several years [4]. While these simple systems can perform simple biological functions,
they are not yet sophisticated enough to provide practical benefits. While some optimization approaches
have been explored [23], a comprehensive optimization-based approach has not yet been investigated.
Realizing the vision of tackling grand challenges such as bio-medical therapies with synthetic biology
will require new design principles and methodologies that can scale up to larger system designs ( 6
regulatory regions). In this article we propose an optimization-based method that is one important step
toward the realization of gene circuit designs of practical importance.
3.2. Direct Transcription
Direct transcription (DT) is a method for dynamic system optimization. It has been applied widely
to trajectory optimization, optimal control, and parameter estimation problems in a variety of domains
[24–28]. We apply it here for the first time to gene circuit design to develop circuits with optimal dynamic
performance. Consider the following continuous dynamic problem:

min
ξ(t),u(t),tF ,p

s.t.

J = φ(ξ(t), u(t), tF , p)

(1a)

ξ̇ = fd (ξ(t), u(t), t, p)

(1b)

0 = fa (ξ(t), u(t), t, p)

(1c)

0 = ψ(ξ(tF ), u(tF ), tF , p).

(1d)

Equation (1a) defines the cost function, where ξ(t) is the state vector and u(t) is the control input,
both of which are functions of time t ∈ [t0 , tF ]. p represents time-independent parameters. Constraints
(1b) and (1d) are the differential and algebraic equations that govern the dynamics of the system. These
two sets of constraints combined form a system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs) [29]. The
system may have initial conditions ξ(t0 ) = ξ0 , as well as a boundary condition at the final time tF
(Eqn. (1d)).
A conventional solution to this problem involves application of first order optimality conditions (e.g.,
Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle (PMP) [30, 31]) that produce a boundary value problem (BVP). In
simple cases a closed-form solution may be derived; in more general cases this BVP must be solved
numerically. In addition, system Hamiltonian derivatives must be derived, which is difficult in some
cases.
A solution to the above problem produces an optimal trajectory u∗ (t) (open-loop control), as well
as p∗ and the corresponding state trajectories and final time. Feedback control can be implemented
by replacing u(t) with control design variables xc that parameterize a feedback controller; xc can be
optimized together with the time-independent parameters p.
min
ξ(t),xc ,p

J = φ(ξ(t), u(t), p, tF )

(2)

A closed-form solution exists for linear dynamic systems. For nonlinear systems, a PMP-based approach may work, but if not other solution methods should be explored. One well-used solution method
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is a nested simulation approach, where the DAE (or ODE if no algebraic constraints exist) is solved using numerical simulation for every design alternative tested by the optimization algorithm. This nested
simulation method is often referred to as single-shooting. Consider an optimal feedback control problem
where tF and p are fixed, and no algebraic or boundary constraints are present:
min
xc

J = φ(Ξ, xc ).

(3)

Here Ξ denotes discretized state variables, which are solved for using numerical simulation for every new
candidate control design xc . This problem may be solved using standard algorithms for nonlinear programming (NLP) [32]. While straightforward and intuitive, this approach suffers from several drawbacks.
Simulation can lead to cost and constraint functions that are non-smooth or arithmetically consistent [28]. Numerical integration of DAEs may become very time-consuming for large-scale problems [24]. In
addition, single-shooting cannot handle open loop instabilities [33, 34], and solutions may be numerically
unstable for highly nonlinear or stiff systems.
Multiple shooting addresses instabilities by dividing the simulation into nT smaller time segments.
The system is simulated within each of these segments independently, and defect constraints are included
in the NLP formulation to ensure consistency and state continuity between segments at optimization
convergence. If the size of time segments is reduced to the limiting value of the individual time step sizes
(i.e., one time step per time segment), the result is the direct transcription method. No simulation is
required. Satisfaction of the defect constraints ensures approximate satisfaction of the underlying DAEs.
More specifically, the time domain is divided into nt segments or intervals t0 < t1 < . . . < tnt = tF . The
discretized state (Ξ) and control (U ) trajectories are optimization variables in the DT formulation.
The exact form of the defect constraints depends on the collocation method used to discretize the
system equations. For example, the first order Runge-Kutta method (forward Euler Method) is given by:
ξi = ξi−1 + hi fd (ξi−1 , xc (ti−1 ), ti−1 , p).

(4)

where hi is the step size at time ti . Higher order Runge-Kutta methods, such as the implicit trapezoidal
method, can be used to generate defect constraints:
ζi (Ξ, xc , p) = ξi − ξi−1 −

hi
(fd (ξi−1 , xc , ti−1 , p) + fd (ξi , xc , ti , p)) ,
2

(5)

While DT results in a high-dimension optimization problem, its sparse problem structure supports efficient
solution [28,35]. In this article we will demonstrate a new DT solution for the gene circuit design problem.
3.3. Complementarity Constraints
Complementarity constraints (CCs) are useful in many applications such as parameter estimation [36],
metabolic flux networks [37], truss topology design [38], and hybrid dynamic systems [39]. We use CCs
here to manage gene circuit topology decisions.
Complementary refers to a relationship between variables where either one (or both) are at the
boundary. Mathematical program with complementary constraint takes the following form [40]:
min

x,y,z

f (x, y, z)
h(x, y, z) = 0

(6)

0≤x⊥y≥0
The complementarity constraints are given in the last line, and imply that either xi = 0 or yi = 0, and
x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0. While complementarity constraints (CCs) can be used to represent discrete decisions, the
resulting nonlinear programming problems do not satisfy regularity requirements, such as linear independence constraint qualification (LICQ) or even the weaker Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification
(MFCQ). As a result, multipliers may be non-unique or bounded [40, 41]. Mathematical programs with
complementarity constraints (MPCCs) are therefore difficult to solve using standard NLP solvers.
Several equivalent reformulations have been investigated using relaxed complementarity constraints
[40,42,43]. One approach is to approximate CCs using a nonnegative scalar t (Reg(t): xi yi ≤ t, x ≥ 0, y ≥
0). Alternatively complmentarity condition can be approximated by a single constraint (RegComp(t):
xT y ≤ t, x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0) or replaced by equalities (RegEq(t) : xi yi = t, x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0). These MPCC
reformulations exhibit different local convergence properties under mild conditions. In addition, an exact
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l1 penalty function may also be used; the complementarity constraint is enforced using a penalty term
in the objective function (P F (ρ): min f (x, y, z) + ρxT y, x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0). These reformulations may be
solved using standard optimization algorithms.
4. Design Problem
Many efforts have concentrated on achieving particular biological functions in gene circuits, as well as
extracting general design principles. Shen-Orr and Milo [44, 45] defined topological network motifs to
explore structural design principles, and identified three highly significant motifs. Each of these motifs
has a specific function in determining gene expression. Motifs that correspond to specific biological
functions have also been studied, such as oscillations [46, 47] and adaptation [48–50]. The relationship
between robustness and topology has also been studied [51].
Ma et al. carried out a series of analyses on three-node gene circuits and successfully identified two
core topologies that produce adaptive behavior [52]. A circuit exhibits adaptation if its output returns
to original levels after an input disturbance. Ma et al. used exhaustive enumeration to explore all
possible three-node network topologies. Each topology was tested for adaptive properties by simulating
the circuit many times with a different parameter value combination (10,000 parameter samples). This
nested exhaustive enumeration approach carries with it extreme computational expense, and the size of
circuits that can be explored in this manner therefore is extremely limited.
Our objective here is to extend existing engineering design optimization techniques in a way that supports the identification of gene circuit designs that exhibit desired behavior with much less computational
effort. Furthermore, these efficiency improvements will also likely increase the dimension of synthetic gene
circuits that can be designed and implemented successfully. In this article we present the results of a first
strategy for applying optimization to the combined topology and continuous variable gene circuit design
problem. DT is employed to solve for optimal continuous parameters, and complementarity constraints
are used to manage topological decisions. Other optimization-based strategies are also being investigated
in ongoing work.
4.1 Problem Formulation
Figure 1 illustrates one possible circuit topology, where A receives input I and node C produces the
output. A third node B acts as a regulator. Figure 2 illustrates a step input change used in this study,
and a representative output response. Here we seek circuit designs with maximally adaptive behavior,
i.e., the error E between the steady-state output before and after the step input change is minimized.
Equivalently, the precision P —the inverse of E—is to be maximized.
Input
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Output
Precision
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Time
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Figure 1: An example three-node circuit topology

Figure 2: Input and output time response

In addition, it is important to maintain an acceptable level of sensitivity (i.e., the largest relative
output change compared to the relative input change). Here we require sensitivity to be greater than or
equal to one. The resulting optimization formulation, with normalized error and sensitivity metrics, is:
min
x

E=

(O2 − O1 )/O1
,
(I2 − I2 )/I1

subject to:

(Opeak − O1 )/O1
≥ 1,
(I2 − I1 )/I1

where x represents a combination of topological and continuous design variables.
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(7)

4.2 Dynamic System Model
As performed in Ref. [52], the dynamic output response O(t) of the gene circuit is obtained by using
numerical simulation to solve the Michaelis-Menten equations that correspond to the candidate gene
circuit design [53]. Each node in this model has a normalized enzyme concentration that can be converted
between two forms (active and inactive). This conversion is governed by active enzyme levels produced
by other nodes in the network. For example, in Fig. 1 the arrow connecting node B to node C represents
a positive regulation of node C by node B. This means that increased production of the enzyme that is
emitted by active enzyme at node B will convert the enzyme levels at node C from its inactive 1 − C to
active form C. In other words, increased enzyme production by active enzyme at node B will increase
the production of the active enzyme level at node C.
A negative regulation is also possible. In Fig. 1, the connection between node C and B with a circle
at node B represents a negative regulation (i.e., C −•B). This means that the active enzyme produced
by C catalyzes the transition of active form B to inactive form 1 − B at node B. Figure 3 illustrates
these relations between node B and C in greater detail.

Inactive form

1-C

B

Active form

Inactive form

C

1-B

(a) Positive regulation: B to C

C

Active form

B

(b) Negative regulation: C to B

Figure 3: Inner conversion between node B and C
In Fig. 3(a) C and 1 − C represent concentrations of node C’s active and inactive forms at node C,
respectively. The arc with the symbol B above it indicates that the active enzyme produced by node
B causes the transition of enzyme levels at node C from its inactive to active form. The differential
equation that models this transition is given at the bottom of Fig. 3(a). Here kBC is the catalytic rate
constant, and KBC is the Michaelis-Menten constant. Figure 3(b) outlines the negative regulation of C
on B.
Often the basal (minimum) enzyme production level is non-zero. If a node has only positive (negative)
incoming regulations, it is assumed that a basal enzyme level would deactivate (activate) this node. Here
we use notations Ei and Fi to represent activating and deactivating basal enzymes receptively, where
i ∈ {A, B, C}. The basal enzyme in this model is set to be a constant value (0.5), and the corresponding
rate equations are illustrated in Fig. 4.
An additional regulation type is the self-loop regulation (see the positive self-loop for node B in Fig.
1). In this study we assume for simplicity that self-loops do not occur. Because multiple regulations on
a node are additive, the complete rate equation for node T is:
X
X
0
dT
1−T
T
=
Xi kXi T
−
Yi kYi T
.
0
dt
(1
−
T
+
K
)
(T
+
KYi T )
X
T
i
i
i

(8)

where T ∈ {A, B, C}, and Xi is the ith basal activating enzyme (positive regulator) of node T , and
belongs to the set {A, B, C, EB , EC }. Yi is the ith basal deactivating enzymes (negative regulators) of
node T , and is a member of the set {A, B, C, FA , FB , FC }. The particular values of the catalytic rate
0
0
constants (kcat
s) and the Michaelis-Menton constants (Km
s) of the enzymes have the ranges 0 ≤ kij ≤ 10
and 0 ≤ Kij ≤ 100, where i and j refer to particular nodes and basal activating/deactivating enzyme.
4.3 MPCC Formulation
Complementarity constraints (CCs) are used here to model the existence regulations between different
nodes. CCs are a natural problem formulation as the link between two nodes may only have positive,
negative, or no regulation. To clarify, node C cannot exert both positive and negative regulation on node
B in Fig. 1. This requirement can be formulated as a complementarity constraint. For example, such a
0
constraint for the three-node network would be kij kij = 0, ∀{i, j} ∈ {A, B, C} × {A, B, C}.
Figure 5 illustrates how topology decisions may be modeled using CCs. At most one of kBC and
0
0
kBC
can exist between node B and C. This is enforced by the constraint kBC kBC
= 0. Likewise, the
0
0
constraints kBC kEC C = 0 and kFC C kBC = 0 ensure that deactivating or activating enzyme is available
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Figure 4: Regulations between node B and C

Figure 5: Complementarity Constraints

when there are only positive or negative linkages coming into node C. Because the circuit depends on
values of parameters k and K, the states and the parameters here are considered as optimization variables
in the model. If a parameter is zero, its corresponding regulation does not exist; if it is nonzero, the
corresponding regulation does exist.
The MPCC formulation for the dynamic three-node gene circuit design problem is:
min

(O2 − O1 )/O1
(I2 − I1 )/I1

E=

A,B,C,k,K

(Opeak − O1 )/O1
≥1
(I2 − I1 )/I1
(1 − A)
(1 − A)
(1 − A)
dA
= IkIA
+ BkBA
+ CkCA
dt
(1 − A) + KIA
(1 − A) + KBA
(1 − A) + KCA
0
0
0
A
A
A
−BkBA
− CkCA
− FA kFA A
0
0
0
A + KBA
A + KCA
A + KFA A

s.t.

(1 − B)
(1 − B)
(1 − B)
dB
= AkAB
+ CkCB
+ EB kEB B
dt
(1 − B) + KAB
(1 − B) + KCB
(1 − B) + KEB B
0
0
0
B
B
B
−AkAB
− CkCB
− F B kF B B
0
0
0
B + KAB
B + KCB
B + KFB B

(9)

(1 − C)
(1 − C)
(1 − C)
dC
= AkAC
+ BkBC
+ E C kE C C
dt
(1 − C) + KAC
(1 − C) + KBC
(1 − C) + KEC C
0
0
0
C
C
C
−AkAC
− BkBC
− FC kFC C
0
0
0
C + KAC
C + KBC
C + KFC C
0 ≤ k1 ⊥ k2 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ 10, 0 ≤ K ≤ 10

where k1 and k2 are defined for convince for use with the CCs, and:
0

0

0

0

0

0

k1 = (kBA , kCA , kBA , kCA , kAB , kCB , kAB , kCB , kAB , kCB , kAC , kBC , kAC , kBC , kAC , kBC )
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

k2 = (kBA , kCA , kFA A , kFA A , kAB , kCB , kEB B , kEB B , kFB B , kFB B , kAC , kBC , kEC C , kEC C , kFC C , kFC C )
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

k = (kIA , kBA , kCA , kBA , kCA , kFA A , kAB , kCB , kEB B , kAB , kCB , kFB B , kAC , kBC , kEC C , kAC , kBC , kFC C )
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

K = (KIA , KBA , KCA , KBA , KCA , KFA A , KAB , KCB , KEB B , KAB , KCB , KFB B , KAC , KBC , KEC C , KAC ,
0

0

KBC , KFC C ).
(1−A)
The input term IkIA (1−A)
is added to node A. The differential equations were formed into defect
constraints ζ(·) using the trapezoidal collocation method. The complementarity constraints are managed
here using a penalty term [39, 40], and the resulting DT formulation is:
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min

Ξ,k,K

s.t.

(O2 − O1 )/O1
Ê =
(I2 − I1 )/I1
(Opeak − O1 )/O1
≥1
(I2 − I1 )/I1
ζi (Ξ, k, K) = 0

2
+

2
1
ρk1 T k2
2

(10)

0 ≤ k1 , k2 , k ≤ 10, 0 ≤ K ≤ 100
where

i = 1, 2, . . . , nt − 1, nt

5. Numerical Results
The MPCC solution method was applied to both three and four-node gene circuit design problems. The
successful solution of the four-node problem is an important development; previous solution strategies
have not been able to optimize gene circuit topology design problems this large.
5.1. Three-Node Gene Circuit Design Problem
Problem (10) was solved in two different ways, both using the optimization algorithm KNITRO [54]. First,
a simultaneous direct transcription approach was used where the optimization problem and simulation
problem were solved at the same time. The second approach utilized single-shooting, where the state
variables Ξ were solved for each candidate design [k, K] using a multistep, implicit method for forward
simulation∗ . This second method is a nested simulation strategy, since simulation is nested within the
optimization problem.
A multi-start method was used in each case to improve the probability of locating a global optimum.
The simultaneous direct transcription approach exhibited significantly better computational efficiency
than the single-shooting method. 20.83% of starting points using the simultaneous approach produced
topologies with P∗ ≥ 1† , while only 0.83% do when using the single-shooting method. The best result of
the simultaneous approach (P∗ = 1.6072, S = 1.016) had better precision than the best feasible solution
obtained using single-shooting (P∗ = 1.4584, S = 1.7963). Observe that the sensitivity constraint in
the single-shooting solution is inactive (i.e., > 1), indicating an opportunity for improvement that the
single-shooting method was unable to identify. The optimal parameters are reported below. Previous
studies have identified advantages to traversing state and design spaces simultaneously [25, 35]. A more
direct path to the solution can be traced, and often better solutions can be identified. The optimal design
found was:
knested∗ = (5.35, 0.20, 0.95, 0, 0, 2.51, 1.02, 0.09, 0, 0, 0, 0.66, 1.18, 0, 0, 0, 2.3, 0)
Knested∗ = (2.94, 2.35, 2.21, 1.87, 0.81, 0.07, 0.73, 2.43, 1.86, 4.36, 2.17, 1.16, 0, 1.85, 3.51, 4.13, 0.21, 4.81)
kDT∗ = (2.66, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, 0.57, 0.51, 0.96, 0, 0, 0, 0.43, 0.67, 0, 0, 0, 0.75, 0)
KDT∗ = (1.94, 2.46, 1.56, 0.09, 0.35, 0.02, 0.59, 2.34, 1.26, 0.85, 0.85, 0.13, 0.18, 1.64, 0.70, 2.08, 0.05, 1.69).

Figure 6 illustrates the circuit topologies and system responses produced by both solution approaches.
Observe that the system is simulated long enough (40 sec.) for the output to achieve steady-state conditions before the input is perturbed. The peak occurs approximately 5 sec. after the input disturbance.
Both responses shown here exhibit adaptation, i.e., outputs return to near their original values. The
relative height of the output peak after t = 40 sec. corresponds to the sensitivity metric.
5.2. Four-Node Gene Circuit Design Problem
In this section we will extend our investigation to four-node gene circuits, a step towards larger systems.
Notice that 36 parameters must be optimized in the three-node case. The number of optimization
variables increases significantly for the four-nodes case. Here we assume that node A receives the input
signal and node D produces the circuit output.
In addition to the simultaneous direct transcription solution method, we also investigated the use of
a nested optimization strategy. Nested optimization is distinct from the nested simulation, or singleshooting, method described above. The topology design is optimized in the outer optimization loop,
and for each topology proposed in the outer loop, an inner-loop problem is solved to obtain the optimal
continuous parameter values.
∗ Matlab R
† Here

ode15s solver.
the precision reported is scaled as log (E −1 ).
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Figure 6: Resulting topological designs and system responses for both solution approaches
Here xij are discrete design variables that represent circuit topology. Each xij can take one of the
following values:


 + 1 a positive regulation link from node i to node j
0
no regulation between nodes i and j
xij =
(11)


− 1 a negative regulation link from node i to node j
where {i, j} ∈ {A, B, C, D} × {A, B, C, D}. If i = j, it implies that there is either a background deactivating or activating enzyme in node i. The outer-loop problem formulation is:
min
x

s.t.

Ê∗ (x)
−2 ≤ xAA + xBA + xCA + xDA ≤ 2
−2 ≤ xAB + xBB + xCB + xDB ≤ 2

(12)

−2 ≤ xAC + xBC + xCC + xDC ≤ 2
−2 ≤ xDA + xDB + xDC + xDD ≤ 2
where xij = {−1, 0, 1} and Ê∗ is the minimum squared error identified by the inner loop for a given
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topology x. The inner loop problem formulation is:


min

k,K,Ξ

s.t.

(O2 − O1 )/O1
(I2 − I1 )/I1
(Opeak − O1 )/O1
≥1
(I2 − I1 )/I1
ζi (Ξ, k, K) = 0
0 ≤ k ≤ 10,

where

2

Ê =

(13)

0 ≤ K ≤ 100

i = 1, 2, . . . , nt − 1, nt

The inner loop problem is solved using a direct transcription approach. Complementarity constraints
are not needed here since topology is managed by the outer loop (a nonlinear integer program). Branch
and bound is a general algorithm for solving mixed integer programs. This approach, however, is time
consuming because the inner loop must be solved for each candidate topology. Figure 7 illustrates
the optimal topology and corresponding system response. The optimal scaled precision in this case is
P∗ = 1.2458, and the sensitivity constraint is active (S = 1.0008). The optimal parameters are:
kDT∗ =

(1.16, 0, 0, 0, 0.36, 0.33, 1.26, 0, 0.28, 0, 0.22, 0, 0, 0.26, 0, 0,
0.07, 0.04, 0.24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.24, 0.46, 0.44, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.57, 0)

KDT∗ =

(0.24, 2.38, 1.79, 2.51, 0.19, 1.4, 0.2, 1.28, 0.18, 1.59, 0.73, 0.60, 1.05, 0.02, 1.15, 0.62,
0.15, 1.43, 0.06, 1.19, 0.86, 0.13, 0.29, 0.16, 0.09, 1.77, 1.75, 1.20, 0.85, 0.32, 0, 0.02).
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Figure 7: 4-node topology and system response for simultaneous approach
6. Discussion
In Ma’s work [52], all possible three-node topologies (16,038 in total) were enumerated to identify those
capable of adaptation. Even if optimization was used in an inner loop to identify optimal parameters,
enumerating topologies is more computationally intensive than the nested optimization approach with
branch and bound. Instead of optimization, Ma tested 10,000 parameter combinations for each topology,
requiring a total of 1.6 ×108 distinct gene circuit simulations. Extending this approach to four nodes
would be impractical, and we see optimization-based approaches as a means for tackling increasingly
more complex gene circuit design problems. The enumerative exploration, however, did reveal several
insights, such as the ability of negative feedback loops and an incoherent feedforward loops to achieve
adaptation.
The solutions obtained here confirm the importance of these motifs in achieving adaptation. For
example, the path A → B −•C → A in Fig. 6(a) is a negative feedback loop, and the path A → B −•C
and A → C in Fig. 6(c) is an incoherent feedforward loop.
7. Conclusion
Dynamic optimization problems are becoming increasingly important across a variety of domains. Here
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we have extended optimization-based techniques—methods that are well-established in conventional engineering design—to the design of genetic regulatory circuits, with the objective of increasing the complexity of circuits that can be designed successfully. Direct transcription with complementarity constraints
was applied successfully to gene circuit design. This method performs simultaneous simulation and
optimization, and produced better results than nested simulation and nested optimization with lower
computational expense. We see this as a first step toward using optimization-based methods for gene
circuit design, and envision it as a means for working toward the design of high-dimension synthetic gene
circuits of practical importance.
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